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Abstract—In order to explain Galactic structures, a self-gravitating system composed of massive fermions
in spherical symmetry is considered. The finite mass distribution of such a component is obtained after
solving the Einstein equation for a thermal and semi-degenerate fermionic gas, described by a perfect
fluid in hydrostatic equilibrium and exposed to cutoff effects (e.g. evaporation). Within this more general
approach a family of density profiles arises, which explains dark matter halo constraints of the Galaxy and
provides at the same time an alternative to the central black hole scenario in Sgr A*. This analysis narrows
the allowed particle mass to mc2 = 48−345 keV.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Initially motivated to solve the distribution and
kinematics of visible stars, the idea of dark matter
originated from discrepancies between observations
and prediction of standard Newtonian gravity applied
to known baryonic components in galaxies. The
technological progress in telescopes and observa-
tional methods gave evidence of dark matter on many
scales, from local (sun neighborhood) up to cosmo-
logical [1].

The first indications of dark matter at the begin-
ning of the 20th century had emphasized the term
dark, or similar adjectives like invisible, hidden,
or missing. The main assumption was that there
is matter, including all known astrophysical mate-
rials, that is too faint to be detected with available
telescopes. Initially limited to baryonic matter as
the only dark matter candidate, this picture changed
rapidly in the 1980s when particle physicists started
to be interested in astrophysics and vice versa. The
outcome of this fruitful collaboration is the hypothesis
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that dark matter consist of at least one yet-unknown
subatomic particle.

Today, dark matter has became a proper noun for
the bulk of the Universe’s matter, preferentially non-
baryonic which does not emit any light and interact
only weakly (if at all). Modern astrophysics therefore
is not interested anymore in whether dark matter
exists or not but rather in explaining its nature, its
distribution on different scales and its impact on the
formation and evolution of structures.

In this work we focus on fermionic dark matter,
including fermionic species predicted or hypothesized
by particle physics beyond the standard model (e.g.
sterile neutrinos). Apart from specific particle proper-
ties, an important and common characteristic is their
rest-mass that has a crucial impact on the distribu-
tion of dark matter.

Early constraints on the particle mass of fermionic
dark matter are based on phase space estimations
that yield a minimal particle mass of the order 100 eV
[2].

1.1. Self-Gravitating Fermions

On a more general ground the distribution of
fermionic dark matter in galactic systems is moti-
vated by the most profound interest in classic astron-
omy: the distribution of stars. Due to the vast amount
of stars in galaxies (105 to 1012) it is more suitable
to describe those stellar systems on the ground of
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classical statistical mechanics rather than celestial
mechanics. A convenient approximation is to assume
identical stars (e.g. point masses) throughout a
stellar system.

In its simplest form, a self-gravitating gas in equi-
librium, which is composed of identical particles, fol-
lows Boltzmann statistics. The solutions of this
model, called the isothermal sphere, produce spa-
tially unlimited mass distributions what has been
known already since the beginning of the 20th century
[3, 4]. In the 1960s then more realistic solutions were
obtained by studying the Fokker–Planck equation,
considering the effects of collisional relaxation and
tidal cutoff (e.g. evaporation). It was shown that
stationary solutions of this kind can be well described
by lowered isothermal sphere models. Such models
are based on simple Maxwellian energy distributions
which are lowered by a constant term, interpreted as
an energy cutoff [5, 6]. An extension of this pioneering
statistical analysis with thermodynamical consider-
ations included the effects of violent relaxation what
had important implications to the problem of virial-
ization in galaxies [7].

In analogy to stars it is possible to consider iden-
tical dark matter particles. With this idea a series
of works in the 1980s and early 1990s changed the
emphasis from self-gravitating stellar systems to sys-
tems composed of fermionic particles with the aim to
describe galactic halos. Initially, the results provided
simple isothermal solutions with quantum correc-
tions due to the Fermi–Dirac distribution function
[8]. Later also relativistic effects and the possible
presence of a cutoff in the energy as well as in the
angular momentum was taken into account [9–11].

A remarkable contribution in the understanding
of these issues was given by studying generalized
kinetic theories accounting for collisionless relax-
ation processes, what lead to a class of generalized
Fokker–Planck equations for fermions. It was ex-
plicitly shown the possibility to obtain, out of gen-
eral thermodynamic principles, a generalized Fermi–
Dirac distribution function including an energy cutoff
[12]. It is worth to emphasize that this achievement
extends the former results in the 1960s, from stars to
quantum particles.

1.2. Semi-Degenerate Distribution

The early semi-degenerate solutions of a fermionic
mass distribution in the 80s and 90s were applied
mainly to explain DM halos. Nearly in parallel there
was an idea that the mass concentration in the center
of the Milky can be explained by a fermi ball, a quan-
tum core composed of degenerate fermions, without
making any connection to the fermionic dark matter
in the halo.

Consequently, the possibility that dark matter in
the Galactic halo as well as in the Galactic core may
be of the same (fermionic) kind was first studied in
[13] in the framework of Newtonian gravity. There
they demonstrated that the Milky Way may posses a
continuous dark matter distribution, from the center
to the halo, with the possibility of a fermion core at
the Galactic center as an alternative to the central BH
of the same mass. However, upcoming constraints
from more recent observations (e.g. S2 star) showed
that the predicted quantum core did not reach the
correct compactness with a mismatch by 2 orders of
magnitude [14, 15].

More recently the problem of a fermionic quantum
core embedded in the Galactic halo was revived [16–
19]. But this time in the framework of general rela-
tivity with the hope of solving the compactness prob-
lem. No additional interaction was assumed for the
fermions besides their fulfilling of quantum statistics
and the system of relativistic gravitational equations.
There, the underlying DM distribution was described
by a self-gravitating system composed of massive
fermions in spherical symmetry. Compared to the first
attempt within the Newtonian framework they took
into account a slightly higher mass of the Galactic
nuclei (about 4× 106 M�).

In conclusion, a very interesting outcome of the
fermionic dark matter models—either in the frame-
work of Newtonian physics or general relativity—is
the possibility to explain the Galactic center through
a degenerate quantum core as an alternative to the
black hole scenario. Thus, given the apparent ubiq-
uity of massive black holes at the centre of galaxies,
the models were proposed as a viable possibility to
establish a link between the dark central cores to dark
matter halos within a unified approach.

Nevertheless, it turned out that relativistic effects
are not sufficient to solve the compactness prob-
lem. Instead, the results indicated that further effects
have to be taken into account in order to explain the
Galactic core and halo simultaneously. In particular,
constraints from the innermost S-stars (e.g., S2)
required a mechanism to increase the compactness of
the core.

Thus, the focus was put onto the core. A promis-
ing extension considered particle self-interactions but
limited only to the nuclei while the halo is described by
a classical isothermal sphere. The entire dark matter
distribution in this model is therefore a combination of
two regimes. When compared with observables along
the entire galactic extent (core and halo), the solu-
tions of this modified model narrowed remarkably the
allowed particle mass window to about 47−350 keV
[20].

Another approach includes cutoff effects (e.g.,
evaporation), although without self-interactions and
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limited to galactic halos on theoretical ground. It
has been recently developed in [21] as the so called
Ruffini–Argüelles–Rueda (RAR) model [12, 22, 23].
However, that model does not take into account
general relativistic effects which become important
for the quantum cores approaching the critical mass
for gravitational collapse.

Very recently, the idea of cutoff effects within the
framework of general relativity has been successfully
applied to the Milky Way in order to explain simulta-
neously the Galactic center, governed by a compact
object centered in Sagittarius A* (Sgr A*), and the
Galactic halo [24]. The main result is that the Galaxy
is embedded in a continues underlying dark matter
(DM) distribution, from the galactic center to the
halo, without spoiling the intermediate baryonic mat-
ter (e.g., stars). Additionally, this Milky Way analysis
yielded the particle mass window mc2 = 48–345 keV,
similar to the results from the self-interaction ap-
proach.

Here, the Milky Way analysis will be recalled by
a very similar application of such a fermionic dark
matter model including cutoff effects to the Galaxy.
See the original work of [24] for an introduction of the
model and further details.

2. THE MILKY WAY

We show here that the gravitational potential of
the new quantum core, embedded at the centre of the
DM halo, explains the observed dynamics of the sur-
rounding gas and stars in the Galactic center without
the necessity of introducing a central BH. This result
is based on a recent and extensive observational study
of the Milky Way rotation curves [25], complemented
by the central S-star cluster data [15] and the analysis
of the Sagittarius stream on outer halo scales [26].

About two decades ago an idea arose that dark
matter could play an important role in below pc
scales. After the discovery of the M–σ relation it
became clear that supermassive objects are embed-
ded in the center of the hosting galaxy, making them
the favorite candidates for black holes. However,
many of them remain dark without showing the
typical characteristics like X-ray emission and jets
to be classified as black holes. And that’s the point
where fermionic dark matter becomes interesting.
By considering quantum particles the supermassive
compact objects at the center of galaxies may be
described by degenerate fermions forming a so called
fermi ball (sometimes also neutrino ball) and giving
an alternative to the black halo paradigm [18, 27].
Focusing only on the quantum core it is possible to
derive an upper and lower bound for the particle mass.
With this approach [28] found a particle mass in the
range from 11 keV up to 787 keV for a core mass of

Mc = 2.6× 106M�. The following analysis further
narrows the allowed particle mass range.

The adopted observational constraints are ex-
plained and summarized in Section 2.1. It is followed
by detailed results in Section 2.2. In particular, im-
plications are shown for the dark matter distribution
and the particle mass it is composed of.

2.1. Observational Constraints

We consider here the extended high resolution
rotation curve data of the Galaxy as provided in [25].
It ranges from few pc up to several hundred kpc,
covering different baryonic structures such as the
bulge and disk. Information about the galactic center
(at sub-parsec scales) is provided through the or-
bital data of the seven best resolved S-cluster stars
taken from [15]. Complimentary data about the outer
halo (r � 10 kpc) is given by [26] who analyzed the
Sagittarius stream to constrain the Milky Way galaxy
mass. Accordingly, the matter components of the
Galaxy can be divided in four independent mass dis-
tribution laws, governed by different kinematics and
dynamics:

• The central region (r ∼ 10−4−2 pc) consists of
young S-stars and molecular gas. It follows
a Keplerian law v ∝ r−1/2, whose dynamics is
dictated by a dark and compact object centered
in Sgr A*.

• An intermediate spheroidal Bulge structure
(r ∼ 2−103 pc) is composed mostly of older
stars. Both, inner and a main component, are
explained by the exponential spheroid model.
It presents a maximum bump in the velocity
curve of v ≈ 250 km/s at r ∼ 0.4 kpc.

• An extended flat disk (r ∼ 103−104 pc) in-
cludes a star forming region (dust and gas),
whose surface mass density is described by an
exponential law.

• A spherical halo (r ∼ 104−105 pc) is domi-
nated by DM and presents a velocity peak of
v ≈ 160 km/s at about r ∼ 30 kpc. The outer
halo shows a decreasing density tail steeper
than r−2.

Our analysis will thus cover in total more than
nine orders of magnitude of radial extent with stellar
and dark mass components. The total rotation curve
allows to link those components.

The objective now is to fit the Milky Way data with
contributions from our dark matter model in order
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to find solutions consistent with the observationally
constrained DM halo of the Galaxy. Simultane-
ously, we require a quantum core mass Mc ≡ M(rc)
enclosed within the S2 star pericentre rp(S2) = 6×
10−4 pc. The latter sets a lower limit for the core
radius, rc < rp(S2), defined at the first maxima in the
rotation curve. In sum, we adopt

• Mc = 4.2× 106 M� [15],

• M(12 kpc) = 5× 1010 M� [25],

• M(40 kpc) = 2× 1011 M� [26].

These constraints we use to determine the model
parameters, e.g. (β0, θ0,W0) for a given particle
mass m (at keV scales), with the least-square fitting
method.

2.2. Results

Following the standard assumption in the liter-
ature that baryonic and dark matter interact only
gravitationally, then the rotation curve of the Milky
Way galaxy is a superposition of the stellar and dark
components,

v2tot(r) = v2b(r) + v2d(r) + v2(r). (1)

The total (inner + main) bulge circular velocity
vb(r) was calculated with the same model parameters
as in [25]. For the disk vd(r) the calculations were
performed with model parameters slightly changed
with respect to those given in [25], where the NFW
DM profile was assumed. This change improves
the fit of the observational data when adopting the
fermionic DM profile. Finally, the novel DM contri-
bution was computed numerically by

v2(r)

c2
=

dν

d ln r/R
. (2)

The key result of this work, summarized in Fig. 1,
is that there is a continuous underlying DM distribu-
tion covering the whole observed Galactic extent. It
governs the dynamics of the halo (above r � 10 kpc)
as well as the Galactic center (sub-parsec) without
spoiling the intermediate region dominated by the
baryonic components (bulge+disk).

Thus, the solutions are in agreement with all the
Milky Way observables, such as the dynamics of S2
stars and kinematic data of the baryonic structures
(from ∼10−3 pc to ∼105 pc). Only for a particle
mass in the range mc2 = 48−345 keV (blue lines) the
solutions develop quantum cores which are able to

mimic the dynamics of the S-cluster stars. Lower
particle masses (gray lines) produce the right core
mass but with a too low compactness. Blue points
represent the eight best resolved S-cluster stars [15],
whose positions in the plot indicate the effective cir-
cular velocity at pericentre (i.e., without considering
the ellipticity of the orbits).

Note that in the inner bulge region (r ∼ 2−102 pc)
the large velocity error bars of about ±20−30% are
mainly due to non-circular motions, while in the halo
region there are larger observational errors bars of up
to ∼50% due to systematics [25].

2.2.1. Core-halo distribution. The DM density
solution shows a division of three physical regimes:
core, plateau, and halo. The quantum core of almost
constant density is governed by quantum degeneracy.
It is followed by a sharp decrease, where quantum
corrections are still important, and an intermediate
region with an extended plateau. For high particle
masses a power law emerges after the sharp decrease
what transitions into the extended plateau. In that
case the halo is characterized by a modified Boltz-
mannian density tail showing a behavior ρ ∝ r−n

with n > 2. On the other hand, for low particle mass
the halo is well explained by the isothermal sphere,
showing a regular ρ ∝ r−2 behavior.

The different regimes in the density profiles are
also manifest in the DM rotation curve. A linearly
increasing circular velocity v(r) ∝ r reaches a max-
imum at the quantum core radius rc. It follows a
Keplerian power law, v(r) ∝ r−1/2, with decreasing
behavior representing the transition from quantum
degeneracy to the dilute regime. After a minimum,
highlighting the plateau, the circular velocity con-
tinues with a linear trend again until reaching the
second maximum at rh, which is adopted as the one-
halo scale length in the fermionic DM model. The
remaining behavior is consistent with the power law
density tail for the given particle mass. For heavy
particles the rotation curve changes into a Keplerian
power law at the surface radius rs. For light particles
the solution develop the typical flat rotation curve of
the isothermal sphere.

2.2.2. Halo boundary. The DM contribution to
the Galactic halo becomes necessary above ∼ 7 kpc.
This is in agreement with the DM model-independent
observational analysis by [29]. According to the RAR
model the Milky Way outermost DM halo behavior
is subjected to the cutoff condition W (rs) = 0 with
rs ≈ 50 kpc. Note that only solutions with compact
enough cores (see blue lines in Fig. 1) are considered
here. It is clear that such a DM halo mass distribu-
tion must be also in agreement with the dynamical
constraints set by the Galactic satellite dwarf obser-
vations, e.g. the Sagittarius (Sgr) dwarf satellite.
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Fig. 1. Theoretical mass profiles (upper panel), rotation curves (middle panel), and density profiles (lower panel) for different
DM fermion masses in the keV region. The continuous thick-red curve represents the total rotation curve, composed of all
baryonic components (yellow line) and the dark component (blue lines). Blue points represent the eight best resolved S-cluster
stars.

Indeed, such observational constraints have been

recently considered in [26]. They showed that

their fulfillment requires a total Galaxy mass of

Mtot(50 kpc) ≈ 3× 1011 M�. This in agreement with

the presented results where ∼80% of the total mass

is dark according to the RAR model (i.e., M(rs) ≈
2.3 × 1011 M�).

Constraints on the total (virial) Galaxy mass from
the Sgr dwarf stream may imply even larger values of
Mtot(100 kpc) ≈ 4× 1011 M� [26, 30]. Nevertheless,
this stream motion of tidally disrupted stars is likely
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related with merging processes that date back to the
DM halo formation of the Galaxy [31]. However, the
fermionic DM modeling here does not include merg-
ers nor dynamical DM accretion from environment
what may likely increase the Galaxy mass during its
whole evolution.

2.2.3. Particle mass limits. The fermion mass
range mc2 ≤ 7.6 keV is firmly ruled out by the present
analysis. For this lowest particle mass the solutions
differ only in the outer halo, mostly beyond any ob-
servables.

In the intermediate range mc2 ∼ 7.6−48 keV the
theoretical rotation curve is not in conflict with any of
the observed data and DM inferences in [25]. But the
compactness of the quantum core is not enough to be
an alternative to the central BH scenario.

There is a fermion mass range mc2 ∼ 48−345 keV
with corresponding accompanying parameters
(θ0, β0,W0), whose associated solutions explain the
Galactic DM halo while providing at the same time
an alternative for the central BH. The lower bound
in m is imposed by the dynamics of the stellar S-
cluster, while the upper bound corresponds to the
last stable configuration before reaching the critical
mass for gravitational collapse (M cr

c ∼ m−2, see also
[18]). The critical configuration has a core radius rc ≈
4 rSch with rSch the Schwarzschild radius associated
to a BH of 4.2× 106 M� (see also [32]).

When looking at the baryonic structures only, then
the full rotation curve (solid red line in Fig. 1) is in
good agreement with observations of [25] within the
observational uncertainty. For the full mass range
mc2 ∼ 7.6−345 keV all the presented theoretical DM
distributions produce Keplerian rotation curves at r �
2 pc. This is in agreement with the innermost gas
data points obtained in [25] who had indeed pointed
out that this Keplerian trend can be only dominated
by a dark central object with a negligible baryonic
contribution.

Additionally, in all solutions the minimum in
the DM rotation curve coincides with the absolute
maximum of vrot (i.e. the bulge peak) attained at
r ≈ 0.4 kpc. This peculiar fact should provide more
enlightening clues for a deeper understanding of
the complex ensemble history of the baryonic stellar
bulge on top of the previously formed DM structure,
characterized by the core-halo distribution.

2.2.4. Further constraints. The above full par-
ticles mass range depend highly on the chosen set
and number of constraints. For instance, there is a
small transition regime at about 10 keV where the
evaporation effects become less distinct such that the
halo transforms towards an isothermal sphere. The
limiting case corresponds to the lower limit of the
particle mass window, mc2 = 7.6 keV and is achieved

for W0 → ∞. Due to the different halos the solutions
in that narrow regime (7.6 keV up to approx. 10 keV)
are not comparable anymore with the solutions for
particles masses above ∼ 10 keV.

Therefore, a possible further constraint (e.g., the
surface mass or radius) may be adopted for lower
particle masses such that the solution produce the
same halo. But in that case it is necessary to relax
the core mass constraint. Otherwise the problem is
over-constraint and no solutions exist.

Nevertheless, for such a change of constraint the
results are consistent. For particle masses mc2 �
10 keV the solutions develop the right halo but are
not able to form cores with the right mass. More
important, the solutions produce an overshoot in the
inner rotation curve. The smaller the particle mass
the larger the overshoot.

2.2.5. Baryonic matter modeling. The over-
shoot in the observed inner-rotation curve implies
that the lower limit to the fermion mass will hold
also for different and more accurate inner-baryonic
models [e.g. 33], which in any case change the total
inner-rotation curve only by a small percentage with
respect to the one used in this work. In addition, for
these relatively low particle masses below 10 keV, and
due to the overshooting in the inner-bulge velocity
region, it is clear that these solutions only fulfill the
chosen halo boundary conditions and do not provide
an alternative to the central BH in Sgr A*.

3. CONCLUSION

It is now clear from the presented results that
gravitationally bounded systems based on fermionic
phase-space distributions, including escape velocity
effects and central degeneracy, can explain the DM
content in the Galaxy. A key point of the present RAR
model with cutoff is the ability to predict Galactic
DM halo configurations and simultaneously provide a
satisfying explanation of the supermassive dark object
in the Galactic center without spoiling the known
baryonic (bulge and disk) components, which dom-
inate at intermediate scales. Thus, the regular and
continuous distribution of keV fermions can be a nat-
ural alternative to the black hole scenario in Sgr A*.

This highly compelling result is bolstered by the
analysis of typical dwarf to elliptical galaxies and a
filtered sample of disk galaxies from the SPARC data
base which will be presented in separated papers.

Nevertheless, the main question still remains
whether there is a black hole or an horizonless
compact object (e.g., Fermi-ball). Thus, a crucial
understanding of galactic nuclei depends on their
compactness. The Galactic center provides here an
excellent laboratory to give further constraints. On
theoretical ground, gravitational lensing allows to
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discriminate between a black hole (BH) and fermionic
compact object [34]. On observational ground, the
Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) project, for instance,
is aiming to observe optical distortions (branded as
the black halo shadow) in close proximity of Sgr A*,
due to an assumed supermasive black hole (SMBH)
[35]. First results are expected in 2018, which will
have certainly deeper insights in the very center of the
Milky Way.
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